7 Trends in Magento
That will redefine e-commerce activities for webstores

When selling B2B products or services online, you should be able to effortlessly work your way towards
new deals with your customers. In the meantime, focusing on a well-designed, intuitive user experience for
both buyer and seller never has been more important. Buckle up and remain future proof: in this white
paper you’ll find 7 trends that will redefine e-commerce activities for Magento 2 webstores.

Trend 1: User-friendly order preparation
Loyal, returning customers should be hailed as kings. One way of doing so, is by assisting them to fill their
shopping carts, which is particularly helpful in case of repeat purchases.
Think of this: buyers and/or procurement organizations want to make quick repeat purchases preferably
online, as it tends to be less time-consuming and costly in comparison to old procedures (such as ordering
by phone, fax or in person).

Even then, you might speed up their ordering processes by automation of recurring sequences. When
customers purchase the same products or services from you on a regular basis, you should be able to
predict what they’re looking for the next couple of times. So why don’t you start setting up the order details
for their next purchase already? Several Magento 2 add-ons offer such quick order features and base their
predictive power on customers’ purchasing history.
With just a few mouse clicks, the order will be approved, ready to leave the warehouse on its way to the
customer. This user-friendly order preparation feature is especially valuable for companies dealing in
products with a high turnover rate.

(2) PunchOut catalog solutions
All buyers have preferred suppliers. Some, including government/state organizations and large buying
groups within B2B e-commerce, demand online procurement to take place within their own procurement
system, such as Ariba, SAP and Oracle. Accordingly, as a vendor you múst be able to connect your
products to the buyer's procurement system.

Present-day punch-out catalog solutions seamlessly integrate your catalog content and products, making
them readily accessible from within your customers' procurement application, while adhering to their
current requirements and protocols. When customers add items to their cart and proceed to checkout, the

deal will be immediately ‘punched’ into your own platform. In the meantime, your customer may continue
working with the system he or she is already familiar with.
Sounds interesting? Cart2Quote has partnered up with PunchOut2Go: an indispensable B2B module that
allows you to flawlessly integrate PunchOut catalog functionalities into existing modern day e-commerce
procurement applications.

(3) Hiding prices tools
Showing your prices publicly in your webshop might look transparent and welcoming, but isn’t always
feasible. Fixed pricing doesn’t leave any room for tailoring nor any negotiation, for example. A major
shortcoming in case you offer highly customized products or services. In this case, it’s better to hide your
prices.

Maybe you’re already familiar with Hiding Price tools as a means to start your pricing negotiation. The
beauty of Cart2Quote’s Not2Order quotation module is that it does a lot more than just hide prices. With
this extension, you can manage the visibility of prices and the ordering of individual products in your
catalog. You may even apply this method to an entire store view or a complete website altogether. While
the price is not immediately revealed, your prospect is very much invited to hand over his or her wishes.

